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Abstract—Real-time digital simulation of electrical machines
and drives is a cost-effective approach in evaluating the true
behavior of newly designed machines and controllers before ap-
plying them in a real system. Although many studies exist re-
garding the optimized models of power electronic drives and
digital controllers for real-time simulation, the real-time models
of electrical machines are still limited to the lumped parameter
electric circuit models. This is mainly due to the complexity of a
detailed electrical machine model which makes it computationally
expensive. This paper presents the modeling, real-time imple-
mentation, finite element analysis, and experimental validation
of a nonlinear geometrical permeance network based induction
machine model. A nonlinear permeance network model (PNM)
is developed for the real-time simulation of a 3-hp squirrel cage
induction machine with closed rotor slots. Several studies both
under open-loop and closed-loop control conditions are conducted,
and the results obtained from the offline and real-time simulations
and the experiment are compared with each other to show the
effectiveness of the proposed PNM model.

Index Terms—Finite element analysis (FEA), hardware-
in-the-loop (HIL) simulation, induction machine modeling, perme-
ance network model (PNM), real-time systems, vector control.

I. INTRODUCTION

FOCUS ON energy efficiency and widespread application
of electric motors highlight the importance of validation

and testing of motor drives in the design and engineering
process. For this purpose, the traditional offline simulation has
been used for a long time as the only stage before implementing
and testing of a real drive. In the offline simulation, different
components of an electric drive are usually developed and
optimized separately. Simulation tools like MATLAB/Simulink
are used widely in the design of the controller and static power
converter, while the motor is optimized inside an electromag-
netic field simulation tool. The drawback of this approach is
the need to use the idealized models of some modules in each
software. For example, MATLAB/Simulink only provides the
lumped model of electric machines with constant inductances.
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Definitely, this will not reflect the true behavior of an electric
motor which usually has variable inductances due to the sat-
uration and other distributed phenomena inside the motor. A
solution to this problem could be the use of a coupled model
through the interfacing of different software or the building
of a user-defined model. A variety of coupled models for
offline simulation of electric drives are already available in the
literature [1], although in most of them the simulation time is
extremely long even for a moderately complex system. Another
deficiency of the conventional design process is the large gap
between the offline simulation and the actual construction of
the components. This could be the source of many problems
related to the integration at once of different modules. Since
the reconstruction of each component is expensive and time
consuming, it would be more convenient for a designer to test
the new module against a virtual model of other parts of the
drive before prototyping.

Real-time simulation of electrical machines and drives is an
efficient and cost-effective approach to evaluate the behavior
of newly designed machines and controllers in a hardware-in-
the-loop (HIL) configuration before applying them in a real
system. Such testing allows the system components to be sub-
jected to extreme conditions in a nondestructive environment
[2]–[10].

Until now, most of the research in the area of real-time
simulation of electric drives was focused on the accurate and
efficient modeling of power electronic inverters and digital
controllers [11]. While these are important issues, accurate
modeling of an electric machine as integral part of any drive
system is also vital in performing a realistic simulation. Con-
ventional lumped models (d−q models) of electric machines
available in offline circuit simulation tools are incapable of
including the spatial and nonlinear effects inside a machine.
Furthermore, these models are normally based on estimating
the machine parameters by applying various tests on the real
machine. Obviously, during the design stage of a new type of an
electric machine, these parameters cannot be readily obtained.
FPGA implementation of real-time d−q models of induction
machines is presented in [8] and [11].

Applications of an advanced electrical machine model in
real-time simulations were studied in [13] and [14]. In these
works, a behavioral model of a permanent magnet synchronous
machine (PMSM) is developed with the help of an integrated
module (JMAG-RT). This behavioral model includes the data
describing the dependence of motor flux on currents and rotor
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position at several operating points. These data sets are obtained
from the previous analysis of the PMSM in a finite element
analysis (FEA) tool—JMAG Studio—and are saved in terms
of the d- and q-axis inductances. Although the model includes
the nonlinear effects related to saliency and electromagnetic
field distribution in the motor, it is only valid in steady state
or in a limited range of transients. This is due to the finite
number of data points available from the FEA. The inductance
values at any operating point of the motor, which do not match
an exact point in the available data set, must be interpolated
because no new FEA can be done during the real-time simu-
lation. Although this is not a problem under normal operation
of the motor, however, under faulted conditions (voltage un-
balance, short circuit, and asymmetry in the structure of the
machine), the available data have limited use from FEA for
the normal operating conditions. Thus, it would be better to
implement an electric machine model which can perform both
electric and magnetic analyses in real time for any operating
conditions.

A detailed nonlinear real-time electric machine model which
can be developed solely based on the geometrical and material
data of the machine could be very helpful for design engi-
neers. This model enables them to optimize their design by
running the simulation in real time with different geometrical
or material parameters as many times as they need to reach
the desired objective. If the machine model can also be linked
with other parts of an electric drive such as the controller
and the power electronics in real time, the design goal can
be defined in terms of the performance of the whole system
rather than only the electric machine. In this way, interactions
between different parts of an electric drive can be studied in
a time-efficient manner. Furthermore, at any time during the
design process, some parts of the simulated drive model can
be replaced with real hardware for the HIL simulation. Due to
the distributed nature of a permeance network model (PNM),
its simulation results provide information about the magnetic
parameters such as magnetic field intensity (H) or magnetic
flux density (B) inside of each permeance element. Therefore,
generally speaking, most core loss calculation techniques which
are developed for finite element models can also be easily
applied to a PNM.

This paper presents a real-time geometrical PNM for
the induction motor coupled to a vector-controlled drive.
For this purpose, a multicore multirate model is devel-
oped. At the heart of this model stands an optimized
PNM of an induction machine which has replaced the con-
ventional d−q model in order to provide more accurate
simulation results. A comparison of the results obtained
through real-time simulation and experiment shows their
agreement.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II explains in
detail the necessary steps to develop a real-time nonlinear PNM
for an induction machine. The experimental setup, d−q model,
and finite element model are described in Sections III–V,
respectively. The sinusoidal excitation results are discussed in
Section VI. In Section VII, the multicore multirate real-time
vector-controlled drive model is explained. The simulation and
experimental results obtained for the vector-controlled drive

are presented in Section VIII, followed by the conclusion in
Section IX.

II. REAL-TIME NONLINEAR PNM-BASED

INDUCTION MACHINE MODEL

PNMs, also known as reluctance network models or mag-
netic equivalent circuits, can be used to study steady-state and
transient performances of electrical machines. PNM is consid-
ered as a compromise between FEA and lumped parameter
(d−q) models. Its advantages are the relatively low computing
time and the high accuracy, achieved through a division of the
geometry that is coarser than in FEA. Another advantage is the
straightforward extension of PNM to 3-D analysis. This method
was first introduced by Ostovic [15] in the late 1980s, and it has
been used widely ever since because of its accuracy and com-
putational efficiency. PNM is especially helpful in the design
optimization and transient simulation of electrical machines
where repetitive computations are required in a short time. In
this method, major flux paths inside a magnetic device are
represented by a series of interconnected permeance elements
similar to a resistive network. Once the PNM is developed, it
can be solved by applying basic laws of electromagnetics to the
network. Permeance values and other parameters of the model
can all be obtained from the geometrical and material data of
the device, which makes it an ideal model for a design-oriented
approach.

The PNM formulations for different types of electrical ma-
chines have been developed and used in recent years [16]–
[24]. In addition to their application in the design of electrical
machines, PNMs can also be used to study fault conditions in
the machines [25], [26]. Various nonlinear solution techniques
for these networks such as fixed-point iteration [20], [27],
[28] and Newton–Raphson (N-R) formulation [29], [30] have
been used in literature. A novel nonlinear solution algorithm
for PNMs based on transmission line modeling (TLM) is also
proposed in [31], which results in a fast and accurate solution
for these models.

A. Model Formulation

The methodology which is used in this paper for devel-
opment of the PNM is similar to the one used in [20]. In
this method, most parts of the stator and rotor structures are
approximated by cuboid elements so that permeance values can
be calculated as follows:

P =
μS

l
(1)

where P , μ, S, and l are permeance, permeability, cross-
sectional area, and length of an element, respectively. Fig. 1(a)
shows a cuboid permeance element and the parameters required
for calculating its value.

A portion of the PNM for a squirrel cage induction motor
(SCIM) is shown in Fig. 1(b). The main flux paths in the stator
are represented by stator yoke (Psy), stator tooth (Pst), and
stator tooth-tip-to-tooth-tip (Pstst) permeance elements. Based
on (1) and on the material and geometric parameters of the
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Fig. 1. (a) Cuboid permeance element. (b) PNM for a portion of an SCIM.

Fig. 2. (a) Different positions of stator and rotor teeth. (b) Air-gap permeance
function versus rotor position (θ).

machine, these individual permeance values can be obtained as
follows:

Psy,i =
μfeNs(sod − sid − 2ssd)L

π(sod + sid + 2ssd)
(2)

Pst,i =
4μfestwL

sod − sid + 2ssd
(3)

Pstst,i =
μ0NsstftL

π(sid + stft) − Nsstfw
(4)

where μfe and μ0 are permeabilities of iron core and air,
respectively. stw is the stator tooth width. sod and sid are the
stator outer and inner diameters, respectively. ssd is the stator
slot depth. stft and stfw are stator tooth face thickness and stator
tooth face width, respectively. L is the axial length of the motor.

Air-gap permeance values are dependent on the position of
the stator with respect to the rotor. For an electrical machine
with Ns stator teeth and Nr rotor teeth, there will be a total
of Ns × Nr air-gap permeances. Fig. 2(a) shows different
positions of a stator tooth (i) and a rotor tooth (j) as the
rotor rotates. The value of the corresponding air-gap permeance
(Pgap(i, j)) is based on the area of overlap between the stator
and rotor teeth and can be defined as follows:

Pgap(i, j) =

⎧⎨
⎩

Pmax = μ0stfwL
g if |θ| ≤ θ1

θ2−θ
θ2−θ1

× Pmax if θ1 < |θ| ≤ θ2

0 o.w.

(5)

Fig. 2(b) shows the air-gap permeance value as a function of
the rotor angle.

Similar to stator elements, rotor tooth-tip-to-tooth-tip (Prtrt),
rotor tooth (Prt), rotor yoke (Pry), and rotor yoke-to-center
(Pryc) can be calculated as follows:

Prtrt,j =
μ0NrrtftL

π(rod − rtft) − Nrrtfw
(6)

Prt,j =
μfertwL

rsd + rbdn
(7)

Pry,j =
2μferbdnNr

π(rod − 2rsd − 2rbdn)
(8)

Pryc,j =
2πμfeL

Nr ln ((rod − 2rsd − 2rbdn)/rid)
(9)

where rtft, rtfw, rod, and rid are the rotor tooth face thickness,
rotor tooth face width, rotor outer diameter, and rotor inner
diameter, respectively. rtw is the rotor tooth width, and rsd is
the rotor bar depth. rbdn is the depth of the rotor yoke nodes
and is defined as

rbdn =
1
2

√
π(rod − 2rsd)rtw

Nr
. (10)

Stator and rotor leakage permeances which are not consid-
ered in the PNM of Fig. 1(b) can also be calculated based on
the method presented in [20].

In a PNM, in addition to permeance elements, magnetomo-
tive force (MMF) sources should also be specified across the
geometry of the machine where electric currents flow inside
the stator windings or the rotor bars. These MMF sources can
be obtained by multiplying the current in each phase by the
number of turns in the corresponding slot for the stator. The
rotor MMF sources are equal to the rotor loop currents.

Once permeances and MMF sources are calculated, PNM
equations of an electrical machine can be formulated in terms
of the magnetic scalar potential u which is defined as

u1 − u2 =
ϕ12

P12
(11)

where u1 − u2 is the magnetic scalar potential difference be-
tween two arbitrary points 1 and 2, ϕ12 is the magnetic flux
flowing from point 1 to point 2, and P12 is the permeance
between these two points.

The analogy between a permeance network and an electrical
network can be established by observing that in (11) scalar
potential, magnetic flux, and permeance are equivalent to the
voltage, current, and conductance of an electrical circuit, re-
spectively. This allows the use of the popular nodal analysis
to ensure that the net flow of magnetic flux toward each node
in the permeance network is equal to zero. In this way, nodal
equations for different nodes in the PNM of an SCIM [Fig. 1(b)]
can be obtained. Flux linkage equations for stator windings and
rotor loops can also be obtained by calculating the total mag-
netic flux flowing through a winding or a loop in terms of the
magnetic scalar potentials and electric currents in different parts
of the SCIM. A more detailed description of these equations can
be found in [20].

Electrical and mechanical differential equations describing
the dynamic behavior of the machine are also included in
the model for the sake of completeness. Electrical equations
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describe the relationship between flux linkages, voltages, and
stator and rotor loop currents which can be written as

dλ

dt
=

[
Vqdo

0

]
− RI (12)

where Vqdo and R are the stator voltages in the qdo frame and
the matrix of the stator and rotor resistances, respectively. λ and
I are defined as

λ =
[
λT

qdo λT
r

]T
I =

[
iTqdo iTr

]T
. (13)

where λqd0, λr, iqd0, and ir are the vectors of the stator flux
linkages in the qdo frame, rotor flux linkages, stator currents in
the qdo frame, and rotor loop currents, respectively.

Finally, the mechanical differential equations for the SCIM
are as follows:

τe − τload = J
dω

dt
ω =

dθ

dt
(14)

where τload is the mechanical load in newton meter, J is the
motor inertia, and ω is the motor speed in radians per second.
The electromechanical torque τe is given as

τe =
P

2
(λdiq − λqid) (15)

where P is the number of poles in a machine.
To consider the rotor parameter variation due to the skin

effect, in this paper, correction factors are applied to the rotor
bar resistance and leakage reactance values based on the rotor
speed at each time-step. These correction factors are defined
as [32]

Kr = ζ
sinh(2ζ) + sin(2ζ)
cosh(2ζ) − cos(2ζ)

(16)

Kx =
3
2ζ

sinh(2ζ) − sin(2ζ)
cosh(2ζ) − cos(2ζ)

(17)

where

ζ = h

√
π × μ0 × f × s

ρ
. (18)

In (18), h, f , s, and ρ are the height of the rotor bars,
stator supply frequency, slip, and resistivity of the rotor bars,
respectively. Correction factor Kr is applied to the rotor bar re-
sistance, while Kx is applied to the rotor bar leakage permeance
in rotor differential and flux linkage equations.

B. Real-Time Nonlinear Solution

For nonlinear permeance elements in the iron core, the
permeability is defined as a function of the magnetic scalar
potential. Thus, combining nodal magnetic equations and flux
linkage equations of a PNM results in a system of sparse non-
linear algebraic equations with a large dimension as follows:

A(x)x = b (19)

where x is the unknown vector including nodal magnetic
potentials and stator phase and rotor loop currents.

Fig. 3. Flowchart of the LUT-TLM method for a single global iteration.

Transient simulation of a nonlinear PNM-based SCIM model
is carried out in the following order within each time-step.

1) Electrical differential equations of the SCIM (12) are
discretized in time and solved to obtain the new value
of the flux linkage vector (λ) based on the input voltage
Vqdo and the current vector (I).

2) Magnetic scalar potentials (u) and current (I) vectors are
updated for the new time-step by solving (19) based on
the value of the flux linkage vector obtained in step 1.

3) Electromechanical torque, rotor speed, and position are
calculated from (14) and (15). Air-gap permeances (5) are
updated based on the new rotor position.

For real-time simulation, the nonlinear PNM of a 3-hp SCIM
with closed rotor slots was coded as a stand-alone C-program
S-function. In order to obtain a fast solution for the PNM, a
special type of sparse linear solver called Naive [33], [34] was
implemented for the nonlinear model in this paper. The LUT-
TLM method proposed in [31] was also used as the nonlinear
solution algorithm for (19) because of its superior computation
time. In this method, the global system of nonlinear equations
is decoupled into 1-D local nonlinear equations by applying the
TLM method. The local equations are then solved by using
a look-up table search algorithm. Due to the similarity of
permeance elements in each section of the machine, only a few
look-up tables are sufficient to obtain the solution for all local
nonlinear equations. The flowchart of the LUT-TLM method
for a single global iteration is shown in Fig. 3.

For the SCIM with closed rotor slots, four look-up ta-
bles for nonlinear permeance elements of the network are
calculated and saved in the initialization section of the
S-function. These look-up tables contain the nonlinear solutions
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Fig. 4. Look-up table data for rotor tooth-tip-to-tooth-tip permeances.

for stator yoke, stator tooth, rotor tooth, and rotor tooth-tip-to-
tooth-tip permeance elements over a wide range of magnetic
operating points. Fig. 4 shows the look-up table data points
(xii and yii) for rotor tooth-tip-to-tooth-tip permeance elements
of the induction machine. These points are obtained from
the B−H characteristic of the machine core, as described in
[31]. In closed rotor slot induction machines, rotor tooth-tip-
to-tooth-tip saturation is especially important because this part
of the rotor core might saturate even when a small current
is induced in rotor bars [35]. Only a quarter of the induction
machine geometry is considered in the real-time model due to
the symmetry in the structure of the machine. This reduces the
number of unknowns in (19) from 150 for the full machine
model to 42 for the quarter of the machine. The real-time
simulation of the PNM is carried out on one core of an Intel
Xeon QuadCore 2.50-GHz processor in the target node of a
PC-cluster-based real-time simulator [36]. Real-time results can
be observed through an oscilloscope connected to the FPGA-
based DAC outputs. Also, the results can be saved on the target
node during the real-time simulation. Later on, these results are
transferred to and plotted on the host computer. Further details
on real-time implementation are given in Section VII.

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In order to validate the simulation results, an ac induction
motor drive is used in the laboratory. Fig. 5 shows the entire
experimental setup. The system data for the experimental setup
are similar to those of the simulated system. The ac supply is
the three-phase 208-V supply available in the laboratory.

• AC induction motor: The ac induction motor used in the
experimental setup is a 230-V, 60-Hz, three-phase, four-
pole, and 3-hp SCIM with closed rotor slots. Table III in
the Appendix lists the motor data. Industrial applications
of the motor include material handling, packaging equip-
ment in food processing and other wet environments, and
adjustable-speed applications requiring full torque from
zero to base speed.

• DC machine: The ac induction motor is mechanically
coupled to a 3-hp dc machine which can be used to load the
SCIM. The field and armature voltages of the dc machine
are both rated at 180 V. The rated speed of the machine

Fig. 5. Experimental setup.

is 1750 r/min. The dc machine inertia is added to the ac
machine inertia in the mechanical equation of the system.

• AC drive: The ac induction machine can be connected to
a high-performance H2 vector drive from Baldor Electric
Company for variable-speed applications. The H2 drive is
equipped with a USB interface for connection to a PC or
laptop. A supporting software known as Mint WorkBench
[37] can be installed on the computer, which facilitates full
control over the drive performance.

IV. d−q MODEL

The fifth-order d−q model is the most popular induction
machine model widely used in offline and real-time simulations
due to its simplicity and small computation time. In this model,
all stator and rotor variables are transformed to a two-axis
reference frame rotating at an arbitrary speed. The model is
defined through a set of differential equations for the q- and
d-axes. In order to model the SCIM in the two-axis reference
frame, the asynchronous machine block from SimPowerSystem
library of MATLAB/Simulink (stationary reference frame) is
used. The equivalent circuit parameters of the SCIM are ob-
tained by performing Auto Tune procedure of H2 vector drive
to match the ac drive and machine [38]. This procedure consists
of static and dynamic tests to estimate the motor parameters.
These parameters are given in Table IV of the Appendix.

V. FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

The SCIM in this paper is modeled in the JMAG-Designer
[39], which is an electromagnetic field analysis software. To
obtain the steady-state results with the minimum computation
time, the finite element model is solved in the steady-state
approximate transient analysis mode. In this mode, an almost
steady-state analysis is carried out in the first step of the
simulation. A normal transient response analysis starts from
the second time-step based on the results from the first step.
The FEA time-step is determined in such a way to allow a
1◦ change in the rotor position within each time-step during
the steady-state operation. The linear solver is based on the
Incomplete Cholesky Conjugate Gradient method. A relaxed
N-R technique is also used to obtain the nonlinear solution. The
flow of eddy currents in the machine core and the lamination are
neglected in this FEA model.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the (a) steady-state torque values and (b) steady-state stator currents for the SCIM.

VI. COMPARISON OF VARIOUS MACHINE MODELS

WITH EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section, the SCIM is directly connected to a
208-V three-phase sinusoidal supply in the laboratory. Steady-
state results from the simulation and experiment are presented
and compared with each other at different rotational speeds.
Fig. 6(a) and (b) shows the simulated and measured steady-state
torque and stator current values for the SCIM obtained from the
offline d−q model in Simulink, offline FEA using the JMAG
software, real-time PNM using the LUT-TLM algorithm, and
the measurement. The torque is measured indirectly based on
the output power of the dc generator (dc voltage times dc
current) and the rotational speed. DC voltage and current are
measured by Fluke 43B with an accuracy of 1%. The speed
is measured through the feedback signal to the H2 drive with
an accuracy of 0.1%. It was observed that the PNM and FEA
results are in much closer agreement with the measured values
compared to the d−q results. The error in the PNM and FEA
results is less than 10%, except for the speeds that are very
close to the synchronous speed. With respect to the simulation
results obtained from the d−q model, it can be seen that both
torque and stator current largely deviate from the measurement
at lower speeds. Maximum errors for the torque and speed
obtained from the d−q model are 17% and 27%, respectively,
which occur around 1757 r/min. The large discrepancy in the
results is mostly because of using constant equivalent circuit
parameters in the d−q model. This means that saturation and
skin effect are ignored in this model when they have large
impacts on the performance of the machine. Also, a unified
air-gap is assumed in the d−q model; therefore, the effect
of slotting is neglected. The accuracy of the d−q results is
better around the synchronous speed because part of the equiv-
alent circuit parameters are obtained from the synchronous
speed test.

To verify the assumptions in the PNM, magnetic flux lines
and density (B) distribution in the SCIM obtained from FEA
are shown in Fig. 7 for the speed of 1757 r/min. It was observed
that the flux lines in the machine follow the specified paths in
the PNM closely. It can also be seen that the magnetic flux

Fig. 7. Magnetic flux lines and density distribution at 1757 r/min from JMAG-
Designer.

density is higher in the rotor tooth tip region. The maximum
value of B in this area is about 2.9 T, which is well above
the knee point on the B−H curve of the machine core. This
confirms the assumption in the PNM about the nonlinearity of
the rotor tooth-tip-to-tooth-tip permeances in a closed rotor slot
induction machine due to the saturation.

VII. MULTICORE MULTIRATE REAL-TIME SIMULATION OF

A VECTOR-CONTROLLED DRIVE

To use the PNM instead of the d−q model for the SCIM in
the real-time simulation of an indirect vector-controlled drive
with rotor flux orientation and a PWM voltage source inverter,
a multicore approach has to be adopted. This is mainly because
of the large difference in optimum simulation time-steps for
different parts of the drive. Elements of a vector-controlled
drive can be divided into three main subsystems, namely, the
inverter, the SCIM model, and the controller. To capture the
high-frequency switching events generated by the PWM in
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the inverter, a small time-step (10 μs in this paper) should be
used. For the real-time simulation of the PNM of the SCIM,
the smallest time-step that can be used is 150 μs. This is due to
the large number of permeance elements in the network and the
nonlinearity of the system. Choosing a smaller time-step for the
PNM is neither feasible in real time nor necessary because
the transient time constants of the machine variables are not as
fast as the switching events in the converter. For the controller,
also a larger time-step can be selected because the control
signals are changing with a lower frequency. Since the feedback
signals in the controller are obtained from the machine model,
the controller time-step is set to be equal to the PNM time-step
(150 μs) to make the two subsystems synchronous. Therefore,
the PNM-based vector-controlled drive real-time model runs
with two major and minor time-steps of 150 and 10 μs, re-
spectively. Each subsystem is assigned to a separate core in
the target node so that the subsystem time-steps can be set
independently. Although the controller and PNM have a similar
time-step, they still have to be divided between two different
cores because the PNM is quite demanding and needs the entire
computational power of a core to be run in real time. Fig. 8
shows the block layout for the multicore real-time simulation
of the PNM-based vector control drive.

The multicore drive model was implemented in real time
on one target node of a PC-cluster-based real-time simulator
running RT-LAB [40]. Since multiple cores are used in the
model, one core should be defined as the master, and other
cores should operate as slaves. The name of the master sub-
system must be prefixed with “SM,” and the name of the
slave subsystems must be prefixed with “SS.” The monitoring
console subsystem on the host computer, where the required
outputs are being saved and scopes are placed, must be prefixed
by “SC.” When multiple time-steps are used in a model, the
subsystem with the smallest time-step should be assigned as
the master. Fig. 9 shows the top layout of the multicore model
in MATLAB/Simulink. As can be seen, the inverter subsystem
which has the smallest time-step is assigned as the master, while
the vector controller and PNM subsystems are defined as slaves.

• Inverter subsystem: Inputs to this subsystem are the
reference phase voltages (V ∗

as, V
∗
bs, and V ∗

cs) obtained from
the vector controller subsystem and the induction machine
line currents (ias, ibs, and ics) obtained from the PNM sub-
system. The reference phase voltages are compared with a
triangular carrier waveform with a frequency of 2.5 kHz,
which is generated internally in the inverter subsystem.
The carrier frequency is equal to the PWM frequency of
the H2 drive in the laboratory. An RTE relational operator
from the RT-EVENTS Blockset is used in comparing the
modulating signals and the carrier signal. The outputs
of the operator block act as the PWM gate signals for
the inverter. The inverter itself is modeled by the use
of a two-level time stamped bridge (TSB) block from
the RT-EVENTS Blockset. This block uses a real-time
interpolation technique to minimize the error introduced
by fixed time-step simulation [41]. A constant dc voltage
source is connected to the dc side of the inverter. Feedback
currents from the PNM subsystem are also connected to

Fig. 8. Block layout of the multicore real-time simulation of the PNM-based
vector control drive on the target node.

the input current terminal of the TSB. The outputs of the
inverter subsystem are three PWM phase voltages applied
to the stator terminals of the SCIM.

• Vector controller subsystem: This subsystem imple-
ments the control algorithm to achieve an independent
control over torque and flux of the induction motor by
using a variety of Simulink blocks. The inputs to this
subsystem are the rotor speed and line currents from the
PNM subsystem and the reference speed from the Console
subsystem. Its outputs are the reference phase voltages
applied to the inverter subsystem. The parameters of the
speed and d- and q-axis current PI controllers are set equal
to those of the H2 drive in the laboratory. These parameters
are given in Table V of the Appendix.

• PNM subsystem: The PNM subsystem is described in
Section II.

The PNM-based vector control real-time model is a multirate
system with one fast (inverter) and two slow (vector controller
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Fig. 9. Top-level Simulink blocks of the multicore real-time model on the
target node.

and PNM) subsystems. The three subsystems continuously ex-
change coupling variables with each other during the transient
simulation. Slow subsystems update their inputs and outputs
only at major time-step intervals (every 150 μs), while the
inputs and outputs of the fast subsystem are updated at minor
time-step intervals (every 10 μs). Data transfer between differ-
ent subsystems can be accomplished by using rate transition
blocks from Simulink. However, simply exchanging coupling
variables at minor and major time-steps can introduce a sig-
nificant error in the simulation results. The error is especially
important for coupling variables from the fast subsystem to the
slow subsystem, which are the PWM phase voltages. These
voltages are changing constantly between +VDC and −VDC,
with a frequency equal to the switching frequency of the
inverter (2.5 kHz). Therefore, sampling these fast-changing
pulses at every 150 μs and applying them to stator terminals in
the PNM subsystem result in a poor performance because many
data points are lost between each instant of communication
among the inverter and PNM subsystems. To overcome this
problem, the outputs of the fast subsystem are averaged in
each period of the slow subsystem time-step before being trans-
ferred. Considering the PNM-based vector control real-time
model, this means that the outputs of the inverter subsystem are
simple moving averages of the last 15 PWM voltages generated
by the TSB. For the coupling variables from the slow subsystem
to the fast subsystem, no modification is necessary since these
variables are changing slowly in time, and passing them directly
to the fast subsystem at each major time-step results in an
acceptable accuracy.

VIII. VECTOR CONTROL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Three sets of results from the following were collected and
compared for three different case studies: 1) an offline vector
drive Simulink model with the d−q model for the SCIM;
2) real-time PNM-based vector control drive; and 3) experi-
mental setup. Offline simulation of the d−q model is used as
a reference for the purpose of comparison in this paper because
it provides the maximum accuracy in the results by avoiding
constraints of the real-time simulation such as the necessity of
using a multirate model, resolving algebraic loops, and using
a larger simulation time-step. The offline model was solved by
a discrete fixed-step solver, with a time-step of 10 μs for all
parts of the model. The H2 vector drive maximum speed is set
to 1800 r/min, and its maximum acceleration/deceleration time
is adjusted to 1000 ms. Therefore, any step change in reference
speed is first transformed to a ramp command with the slope
of 1800 r/min/s before being applied to the speed controller in
all models. In order to include the backlash effect between the
induction machine shaft and the dc machine shaft, a dynamic
inertia is defined for the offline and real-time models based on
the experiment as follows:

J = J0 +
20.5

20.5 + Δt
150×10−6

(20)

where J0 is the constant inertia of the mechanical system and
Δt is the elapsed time from the instant that the controller
receives a nonzero reference speed command. In this way, the
inertia is maximum at standstill and gradually decreases as the
mechanical system is speeding up.

The electrical variables of the experimental setup are ob-
tained by using voltage and current probes, sensors, and an
oscilloscope. Mechanical parameters (speed and torque) are
captured on a PC and are later plotted in MATLAB. In the real-
time model, since just one I/O card is available in the target
node which is assigned to the PNM subsystem, only signals
with the 150-μs update rate can be captured on the oscilloscope.
Other signals with smaller update rates (such as PWM voltages)
are saved in the target node during the real-time simulation.
Later on, these signals are transferred to the host computer and
are plotted in MATLAB.

A. Case Study I: No-Load Start-Up Transients

In this case, at t = 1 s, the reference speed is changed from
zero to 900 r/min, while the electrical drive operates at no-load
condition. Fig. 10 shows the transient torques and speeds ob-
tained from the simulations and the experiment. It can be seen
that, during the early stages of the start-up period, a large torque
is exerted on the shaft to accelerate the mechanical system.
The maximum torque predicted by the offline d−q model is
18.5 N · m, while the real-time PNM and the experiment show
a maximum torque of around 22.0 N · m. In both offline and
real-time models, the torque starts to fall once it reaches its
maximum value, while in the experimental result, the torque
remains constant at its maximum value for a period of time. One
reason for this mismatch could be the differences between the
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Fig. 10. Transient torque and speed in case study I from (a) offline simulation, (b) real-time simulation, and (c) experiment.

Fig. 11. Transient stator phase-a current in case study I from (a) offline simulation, (b) real-time simulation, and (c) experiment (y-axis: 5 A/div; x-axis:
0.1 s/div).

actual controller parameters of the H2 drive and the ones used
in the simulation models. The simulation model parameters are
originally set to be equal to the ones obtained from the Mint
WorkBench software. Later on, these parameters are retuned
due to the differences in the system parameters between the
actual values and the assumed ones. The torque pulsation
during the steady state in the real-time result is almost half of
the offline result both oscillating around zero. In the experi-
mental result, a small steady-state positive torque (0.7 N · m)
is generated by the drive to compensate for the friction loss.
The speed results are also in good agreement. They reach the
reference speed (900 r/min) in 0.5 s. The maximum overshoots
in offline, real-time, and experimental speed results are 21, 31,
and 26 r/min, respectively. All speeds settle down at 900 r/min
in 0.6 s.

The transient stator phase-a current is shown in Fig. 11.
In this case, the results are found to be close to each other,
except for the minimum inrush currents which are −15.2,
−16.1, and −19.9 A for offline, real-time, and experimental
results, respectively. A slight mismatch between the transient

frequency of the currents is also observed, which is mainly due
to the transient speed differences among the models. Fig. 12
shows the steady-state line-to-line voltage, phase-a current,
and phase-a current spectrum. It can be seen that the high-
frequency switchings of the line-to-line voltage between +VDC,
0, and −VDC are successfully captured in both real-time and
offline simulations. The experimental results for the line-to-
line voltage are more like a sinusoidal waveform compared to
the simulation results, which could be due to the optimized
switching techniques used in the industrial drive. The no-
load steady-state currents obtained from the simulations and
the experiment all have a peak value of about 5 A, with the
fundamental rms values of 3.4, 3.3, and 3.4 A for the offline,
real-time, and experimental results, respectively. As expected,
the high-frequency switchings in the current waveform are not
captured in the real-time results because of its multirate nature
where the PNM subsystem runs with a 150-μs time-step. These
switching events are present in the offline and experimental
results because the offline model is simulated with a 10-μs
time-step.
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Fig. 12. Steady-state stator line-to-line voltage, phase-a current, and phase-a current spectrum in case study I from (a) offline simulation, (b) real-time simulation,
and (c) experiment (in scope pictures, y-axis for current: 2 A/div; y-axis for current spectrum: 1 A/div; x-axis: 0.01 s/div).

Fig. 13. Transient torque and speed in case study II from (a) offline simulation, (b) real-time simulation, and (c) experiment.

B. Case Study II: Full-Load Start-Up Transients

In this case, at t = 1 s, the reference speed is changed from
zero to 1800 r/min, while the dc generator coupled to the
SCIM is loaded by the use of a load resistor bank. Through
measurements, it was found that the mechanical load applied
by the dc generator to the SCIM shaft changes proportionally
with the rotor speed and can be defined as follows:

τload = 0.066 × ω. (21)

Therefore, at the reference speed of 1800 r/min, the mechan-
ical load is equal to 12.43 N · m, which is very close to the rated
torque of the SCIM.

The transient torques and speeds obtained from the simu-
lations and the experiment for this case study are shown in
Fig. 13. In this case, similar to case study I, at the beginning, a
large torque is applied to the shaft to overcome the dynamic in-
ertia. This electromechanical torque quickly falls down because
the variable part of the inertia diminishes very fast. However, in

contrast to case study I, the torque starts to increase again as the
SCIM speeds up because the mechanical load is proportional to
the speed. Once the rotor speed reaches the reference speed,
the torque settles down to its steady-state value. It was found
that the first and second peaks of the electromechanical torque
are equal to (19.0 and 19.9 N · m), (19.8 and 21.0 N · m), and
(22.0 and 24.6 N · m) for the offline, real-time, and experi-
mental results, respectively. The main discrepancy between the
simulation and test results for the torque is larger oscillations
during the transient and steady-state operations in the simulated
torques compared to the measurement. This is mainly because
the rotor bars in the real SCIM are skewed one slot pitch to
reduce the torque pulsations. Since the d−q model and PNM
are both basically 2-D models, this skew effect is neglected
in the simulations. Another reason is also the large sampling
time in the Mint WorkBench software (5 ms) which reduces the
high-frequency torque pulsations in the experimental results.
All speed results reach the reference speed (1800 r/min) in
exactly 1 s. Overshoots in the speed are 20, 28, and 32 r/min
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Fig. 14. Transient stator phase-a current, steady-state phase-a current, and steady-state phase-a current spectrum in case study II from (a) offline simulation,
(b) real-time simulation, and (c) experiment (in scope pictures, y-axis for current: 10 A/div; y-axis for current spectrum: 5 A/div; x-axis for the first row:
200 ms/div; x-axis for the second row: 4 ms/div).

for the offline, real-time, and experimental results, respectively.
As shown in Fig. 13, at the beginning, the speed changes as a
parabolic ramp and later as a linear ramp due to the effect of
dynamic inertia.

Fig. 14 shows the steady-state and transient stator phase-
a currents, and steady-state phase-a current spectrum. It can
be observed that the peak inrush currents for the offline, real-
time, and experimental results are 14.7, 24.8, and 24.4 A,
respectively. The steady-state currents obtained from the sim-
ulations and the experiment have peak values and fundamental
rms values of (11.4 and 7.2 A), (17.5 and 11.1 A), and (15.9
and 9.9 A) for the offline, real-time, and experimental results,
respectively. As can be seen, the real-time PNM model is more
realistic and in closer agreement to the experiment than the
offline d−q model, especially during the transient period.

C. Case Study III: Load Change Transients

In case study III, effects of a change in the mechanical load of
the SCIM during the constant speed operation are studied. For
this purpose, first, the SCIM speed is increased from standstill
to 1500 r/min, while the mechanical load is defined as

τload1 = 0.074 × ω. (22)

Then, at t = 3 s, the mechanical load is instantly changed to
τm2, which can be written as

τload2 = 0.115 × ω. (23)

Therefore, at steady state (ω = 1500 r/min), the mechanical
load is increased from 11.6 to 18.1 N · m. Since τload2 is larger
than the rated torque of the SCIM, the induction machine is
overloaded in this case, and the experimental test was carried
out in a short period of time to prevent any damage to the setup.

Fig. 15 shows the results obtained for the transient torque and
speed of the SCIM. It can be seen that the torque response of the
system is quite fast, reaching the new torque demand imposed
by the dc generator in less than 50 ms. The peak transient
torques from the offline, real-time, and experimental results are

21.4, 23.4, and 22.2 N · m, respectively, while the steady-state
torque ripples after the load change are 5.0, 7.9, and 5.7 N · m,
respectively. It can also be observed from Fig. 15 that the speed
temporarily drops after the load is increased but quickly comes
back to its reference value (1500 r/min). The maximum speed
drops in this case are 29, 40, and 23 r/min from the offline, real-
time, and experimental results, respectively. It was found that
the speed responses in the real-time and experimental results are
slightly oscillatory, with more oscillation in the real-time result.
No oscillation is observed in the offline result. The steady-state
and transient stator phase-a currents, and steady-state phase-
a current spectrum are shown in Fig. 16. The peak transient
current, peak steady-state current, and fundamental rms values
for the offline, real-time, and experimental results are (16.4,
15.8, and 9.9 A), (25.6, 23.1, and 14.4 A), and (25.2, 22.9, and
13.2 A), respectively. A superposition of stator phase-a currents
obtained from the d−q model, PNM, and experiment is shown
in Fig. 17.

A summary of the results obtained for all case studies are pre-
sented in Table I. From these three case studies, the following
general conclusion can be drawn.

1) For a closed-loop vector control of an induction machine,
the torque response predicted by a PNM is more realis-
tic compared to that of the d−q model. The difference
between the results obtained from these two models
is mainly in predicting the maximum transient electro-
mechanical torque exerted on the shaft to speed up the
motor. The steady-state average torques are equal to the
mechanical load on the shaft in both models, with less
torque ripples in the d−q model. No major difference
in the speed responses of a PNM and a d−q model is
observed.

2) For the same system, a large discrepancy is found be-
tween the results obtained for the stator current from a
PNM and a d−q model. During the no-load operation,
the error in both models is minimal, and the steady-
state currents are very close to the test measurement.
However, as the mechanical load is increased, the stator
current predicted by the d−q model largely differs from
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Fig. 15. Transient torque and speed in case study III from (a) offline simulation, (b) real-time simulation, and (c) experiment.

Fig. 16. Transient stator phase-a current, steady-state phase-a current, and steady-state phase-a current spectrum in case study III from (a) offline simulation,
(b) real-time simulation, and (c) experiment (in scope pictures, y-axis for current: 10 A/div; y-axis for current spectrum: 5 A/div; x-axis for the first row:
100 ms/div; x-axis for the second row: 10 ms/div).

the measurement and results in a maximum error of 25%
in predicting the steady-state fundamental rms values for
case study III. The d−q model results are even worse
during the transient period when the error in the peak
stator current reaches 35% (case study III). In contrast,
the errors in the PNM stator current results for all case
studies remain within 10% of the test measurements.

D. Execution Time for the Real-Time Simulation

In the real-time model, the execution time for each subsystem
was calculated separately by using the OpMonitor block from
RT-LAB. It was observed that the maximum computation time
for the inverter subsystem with a time-step of 10 μs is only
1.5 μs. For the 2.5-kHz PWM frequency which is used in this
paper, 10 μs is small enough to capture all switching events
in the inverter. For higher switching frequencies, the large idle
time in each execution cycle of this subsystem provides the
possibility of using an even smaller time-step in the real-time

Fig. 17. Comparison of the steady-state phase-a currents in case study III.

simulation. The maximum computation time for the controller
subsystem was found to be 8.8 μs, which is also very small
compared to the 150 μs time-step used for this subsystem.
Nevertheless, as mentioned earlier, the controller subsystem
time-step is chosen to be equal to the PNM subsystem because
the controller input signals are provided by the machine model.
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF THE RESULTS OBTAINED FROM OFFLINE d−q MODEL, REAL-TIME PNM MODEL, AND EXPERIMENT

TABLE II
EXECUTION TIME FOR INDIVIDUAL TASKS WITHIN

TWO TIME-STEPS OF THE PNM SUBSYSTEM

Therefore, unless the controller input signals are interpolated
for the intermediate points within a PNM time-step, simulating
the controller subsystem with a smaller time-step might result
in instability of the whole real-time model.

For the PNM subsystem, the computation time varies signif-
icantly between different time-steps depending on the number
of necessary nonlinear iterations in the LUT-TLM algorithm.
During the transient periods when the machine parameters
are changing rapidly, more nonlinear iterations are required to
achieve convergence compared to the steady-state periods, and
therefore, the computation time is also larger. Breakdowns of
the execution times for two different time-steps with large and
small numbers of nonlinear iterations are given in Table II.
As can be seen, the computation time for the first time-step,
which is at the very beginning of the real-time simulation
(transient), is 128.42 μs, while for the second time-step, which
is during the steady-state period, it is only 73.19 μs. By using
the LUT-TLM algorithm, the computation time for the time-
step with maximum number of nonlinear iterations is ensured
to be within the PNM subsystem time-step (150 μs); therefore,
the simulation of the whole model is successfully carried out
in real time without any overruns. Other tasks including data
acquisition, status update, and synchronization handling are
less than 10% of the total step-size in both time-steps.

IX. CONCLUSION

Accurate real-time simulation of electrical drives, including
the saturation and spatial effects inside of the electric machine,
is a complex task due to the nonlinearity and the large number
of elements in the system. In this paper, a methodology that is
used to develop such models based on geometrical and material
data of the electric machine has been presented. For this pur-
pose, PNMs of electric machines are employed as they provide
a good level of accuracy and an acceptable computing time
for real-time applications. A sinusoidal excitation test for an
induction machine is carried out, and the results obtained from
the real-time PNM simulation, offline d−q model simulation,
offline FEA, and experiment are compared with each other at
different speeds. It is shown that PNM results are very close
to the measurement. The error in the results obtained from the

TABLE III
INDUCTION MOTOR DATA

TABLE IV
EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT PARAMETERS OF THE INDUCTION MOTOR

TABLE V
VECTOR CONTROL PARAMETERS

d−q model is found to be large at all operating points, except
for the speeds that are very close to the synchronous speed of
the induction machine.

A multicore multirate model of a field-oriented induction
motor drive has also been presented in this paper. Several case
studies for the closed-loop vector control drive were performed
using the offline d−q model, real-time PNM, and experiment.
Steady-state and transient conditions are studied using all three
methods. It has been found that, overall, the real-time PNM
results are in closer agreement with the experiment especially
in predicting the transient and steady-state stator currents under
heavy loads.

APPENDIX

The induction machine data, its equivalent parameters,
and vector controller parameters are given in Tables III–V,
respectively.
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